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In The Pits
By Michael Laible, President

The hot summer months of flying are here. I 
went out the other day and all I can say is thank 
goodness for the canopy. I could only handle 
one flight at a time. Oh well, it is summer in 
south Texas and the last time I looked, it gets 
hot. I always tell myself during these large high 

on August 1. I used 
better judgment and 
decided I shouldn’t 
push the issue of be-
ing in Muncie Indiana 
when she gets back 
from being gone 5 
weeks. I really do 
not understand the 
big deal. : ‘ ) Anyway, 
now it has turned 
into an early July trip 
with my wife, and 
working non-stop for 
four days on the Zir-
oli B-25 with Pop. Oh 
man, the sacrifices I 
must make.

pressures – self, “Sure beats shoveling snow in 
the winter”. How did we ever make it when we 
had to carry our planes out to the field!

Anyway – Once again thanks for all the help 
on the canopy, removing scrap metal, spray-
ing weeds, and finally a little weed eating. 
The field is in great shape and flying is go-

ing full steam ahead. Now to get discussions 
started with NASA on putting a coat of sealer on 
the runway.

This month I will miss the meeting due to va-
cation. This started out as a vacation to 
see my Dad in St. Louis and go to the NATS 
– well as luck would have it my daughter 
got into the short term Rotary Exchange  
program and she will be returning from Belgium 
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I would have to say it’s looking good. We are going to do the fuselage  
finish work and then start the glassing process.

The goals we have set are to finish the bomber and get it ready for the 
NATS in 2010. We will enter team scale.

From the pics below it looks like we will be doing a little fiber glassing.  
I will be using the method of scrapping every ounce of epoxy off versus 
the foam brush.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



That’s all I have for now.
Until next month - - -

See ya at the field.

Mike

The epic below is the full scale subject we are going to model. My Dad 
has lived all his life in Missouri, so how fitting to do the “Show Me” plane 
which is the state motto. More pics can be found at http://www.midway-
sailor.com/photos/mitchell-showme.html



Don Fisher was there and kept watch on the flight line to make sure no 
rules were being violated (I think). Glad to hear his life is getting back on 
track after Hurricane Ike and some medical problems.

Let’s hope the winds 
stay calm allowing 
more flying time than 
we have had the past 
several months.

Happy landings!

A Good Flying Day
By Charlie Teixeira

A Good Flying Day
By Charlie Teixeira

Finally the winds died down enough for some much needed quality fly-
ing time Saturday (May 9th). Herman flew his new Dazzler (5th  one?), 
always a fine flying airplane . 

Mike got in some 
great flights with his 
P-51 and Bearcat, 
both made perfect 
landings. Remind me 
not to go flying when 
Mike is around, would 
be easy to get an infe-
riority complex.
I flew my new Big Stik 
for the first time and it 
flew OK but will need 
some mods/adjust-
ments to the flimsy 
nose gear.



Tough Landing Gear
By Herman Burton

Every airplane the author has built from a kit, 
whether it is a trainer, a low wing or a high wing 
aircraft (except warbirds) has come with pre-
bent formed aluminum landing gear.There are 
many reasons for this, with cost being at the 
top of the list.Also, the bending of the aluminum 
plate to make landing gear does not require so-
phisticated or expensive equipment.And lastly, 
the material is very light weight, which is very 
desirable in radio control airplanes.

Many “almost ready to fly” (ARF) planes also 
come with aluminum gear, as do most Ready To 
Fly (RTF) planes.One of the advantages of alu-
minum is the ease with which it can be bent.For 
many new pilots, who experience many rough, 
hard landings, this facet is desirable because it 
allows the gear to be removed from the airplane 
by taking out a few screws and bending the gear 
back to its approximate original shape.And, alu-
minum can withstand quite a few bending pro-
cedures without experiencing any metal fatigue.

The desirable characteristic of aluminum land-
ing gear to be able to be re-bent, however, is 
also one of its failings; it bends too easily.Af-
ter a few hard landings, the gear always gets 
bent out of shape, and the two main legs bend 
outward, reducing the propeller clearance. Even 
good landings frequently result in the plane 
bouncing up and down because of the “springi-
ness” of the material.

Because of the problems just mentioned, a few 
years ago I started using a new type of landing 
gear that is made locally, and has none of the 
disadvantages of aluminum.The best aspect 

is the gear does not permanently deform.The 
material is able to absorb a landing of almost 
any intensity, and it always returns to its original 
shape.But, with judicious design by the manu-
facturer, the landing gear is able to bend just 
enough to absorb the energy of landing, without 
being “springy” and pushing the plane back into 
the air on several bounces.I have installed this 
type of gear on all my fun fly planes, and have 
nothing but praises for it.It is available for 40, 
60 and 120 size aircraft whose fuselage is flat 
on the underside.The photo top right shows the 
landing gear as it looks when removed from the 
protective plastic wrapper.

The landing gear is very simple to install.Merely 
drill holes to fit the previous landing gear bolt-
ing pattern, and bolt it on.The material can be 
easily drilled with standardhigh speed steel 
bits, so any size axle material can be used 
for the wheels of your choice.The bottom right 
photo shows the gear installed on my 40-size  
FunFly plane.

And, in spite of more than one crash on more 
than one type of airplane, the new and improved 
landing gear is virtually indestructible.I have yet 
to break one.

So, when you are tired of your factory furnished 
flimsy aluminum landing gear, local hobby shops 
carry the item in their inventory.You will be glad 
you tried it.

Happy landings!

Reference:Tetherite Plastic Products
P.O. Box 57764
Webster, Texas 77598
Phone: 281-332-9413



Field Images
By Randy Collier

These pictures are of Terrry Dunn and his electric planes. (Top right  
image) He attached a video camera to his trainer and recoreded his 
flight. The video was very impressive.
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